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Questions and Comments during Question-and-
Answer Sessions 
The public meetings were recorded, and audio transcripts were available online. The February 
28, 2022 meeting recording is available here and the March 1, 2022 meeting recording is 
available here. Summaries of the questions and answers are provided below.  

FEBRUARY 28, 2022, 6:00 – 7:30 PM 
• Operations:

1. Will Norfolk Southern continue to use the Salem to Christiansburg line for freight?

• Response: Yes, Norfolk Southern will continue to use the Virginian line from Salem
to Christiansburg for freight operations.

2. Will passenger operations be given to private companies, such as Brightline, as they
receive more funding and can increase the level of quality?

• Response: The Commonwealth is familiar with Brightline; however, we have
partnered with Amtrak for the two round-trip trains to Washington D.C. and
places north. There is a third round-trip option between Roanoke and New River
Valley where we will issue a public procurement for that service.

3. Is Corning amendable to sharing their tracks for this project?

• Response: Corning is aware of this project and the minimal impact this project will 
have to their track and rail service.

4. Will VPRA consider utilizing island platforms in both directions for increased capacity
for passenger rail and ease of passenger traffic flow? Additionally, could freight trains
be diverted onto a separate set of rails within the right-of-way?

• Response: VPRA is familiar with island platforms; however, since there will be a
maximum of six roundtrips in this area and since none of them will likely conflict
with one another, two edges provided by an island platform is unnecessary. We
are evaluating a side platform and track.

• Financials:

5. Will Norfolk Southern continues to use the Virginian line, and if so, will they pay the
State for usage?

• Response: Yes, Norfolk Southern will pay for usage of the Virginian line.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3vVjgGrT-Ko
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ij4FPR-CWHI
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6. Can the passenger station’s financial numbers be shared?

• Response: Yes, that information is in the slides as part of the high-level cost. We
did not segment the station building as a separate cost.

7. Will the site cost estimates include the cost of transit route and operations
expansions?

• Response: No, the estimates do not consider cost of transit service, only the
station siting and the infrastructure work that would be required to support the
transit services that would come to and from the station.

8. Who is responsible for paying for the pedestrian bridge?

• Response: The Commonwealth will work with the New River Valley Station
Authority to determine the proper participants who would be funding the
pedestrian bridge.

9. How much will the station cost?

• Response: This question was answered in a previous response.

• Planning:

10. Has there been any consideration of adding a storage track to the station site to
accommodate privately owned passenger railcars?

• Response: The Commonwealth has not examined this feature at this time.

11. Is there any study work to extend the line farther to the southwest following the I-81
corridor to Radford, Dublin, Pulaski, Wytheville, and beyond (Bristol and possibly 
Knoxville)?

• Response: This study examines the feasibility of the station location in New River 
Valley. A study by the Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation 
examined the possibility of extending passenger rail service to Bristol, VA. That
study is available online.

12. Why is a pedestrian bridge needed to connect to the Villas neighborhood on the
other side of the tracks?

• Response: This question was answered in a previous response.

13. Are the two mall sites the potential station locations? Additionally, what are the
general advantages of these two sites?

• Response: Yes, the two mall sites are the potential station locations. The feasibility
study will further detail what the observed advantages and impacts are for those
station sites.
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• Construction Impacts:

14. Will the Huckleberry Trail stay open and useable throughout the process?

• Response: Yes, the Huckleberry Trail will remain open and useable with a potential
temporary detour during construction. 

15. Does VPRA have any concerns regarding grading and topography for the turnout
coming from the Virginian line towards the NRV mall alternatives?

• Response: VPRA believes that the elevation will meet the standards needed by 
operators such as Amtrak. However, if further studies show that it is not possible,
then we will have to look at other locations.

16. Due to the major elevation change in the track connections, what level of
excavation will be needed to make this possible?

• Response: VPRA recognizes that there will be excavation required by the
conceptual design. Detailed information will be developed in future studies and 
designs.

17. Will the Huckleberry Trail go over the tracks permanently when the station is
complete?

• Response: VPRA anticipates that the Huckleberry Trail will be elevated, so it would
cross above the tracks.

18. General comment: The Huckleberry Trail comments improved their opinion about this
project.

• Communications:

19. Will the NEPA study and results l be made public and transparent with the opportunity
for the public to ask questions?

• Response: Yes, the purpose of a NEPA study is to be transparent and work with
the public throughout the process and to discuss the progress of the NEPA
analysis.

20. Has VPRA conducted or have plans to engage the youth in the process?

• Response: VPRA welcomes any stakeholder that is interested in being as involved 
as they would like with the project. 

21. Will there be future meetings for homeowners within the mall site’s impact boundary
moving forward?

• Response: Yes, there will be future meetings as we move forward with the NEPA
work.
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22. Are adjacent HOA’s aware of the pedestrian footbridge?

• Response: The priority of this project was to see what station areas were feasible
through this study. Once the NEPA study begins, VPRA will conduct direct
outreach to groups like the adjacent HOA’s.

23. Will the presentation and recording be posted to the project website?

• Response: Yes, this PowerPoint and recording will be provided to the project
website.

24. Will the meeting recording be available later?

• Response: This question was answered in a previous response.

• Service / Routes:

25. Will there be a service area to prepare the train for the return trip?

• Response: Yes, there is a service area to prepare the train for the return trip.

26. Will a wye be provided to turn the train around or will the train be bi-directional with
an engine on both sides (ends)?

• Response: No, a wye, or turnaround track, will not be necessary. The new Amtrak
trains are push-pull which negates the need for a wye (turn around) track.

27. What other passenger rail routes are being considered?

• Response: VPRA has service that runs in Virginia and supports Amtrak service from 
Roanoke to points northeast, beyond Washington D.C. We have other routes in 
the Commonwealth from Hampton Roads and Richmond to points northeast and 
points south. 

• Noise:

28. What types of noise does the train produce when entering and leaving the station?

• Response: In the NEPA study, we will examine noise and vibrations together as
part of the technical approach.

29. Does the train typically sound the whistle when entering and leaving the station?

• Response: There are FRA rules to be followed. The trains will follow the FRA rules. 

30. General comment: A train sounds the whistle whenever it crosses any passenger 
area.
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31. How will noise (such as vibrations from construction and connecting to the tracks) be
mitigated for homeowners who live near the area?

• Response: This question was answered in a previous response.

• Parking:

32. Will people be charged for parking?

• Response: Yes, itis typical for Amtrak lots to have a cost associated with parking.

MARCH 1, 2022, 12:00 – 1:30 PM 
• Operations:

1. Why did traffic on the Norfolk Southern line prevent passenger service?

• Response: Norfolk Southern has traffic on the main line that they do not want to 
be disrupted by passenger service.

2. Will there be a wye to turn the train, and if so where it would be located?

• Response: A wye turnaround will not be necessary as this will be a push-pull
operation.

3. Will Norfolk Southern still use this rail section for freight operations?

• Response: Yes, Norfolk Southern will still use the Virginian line for freight.

4. General comment: The Radford Local only runs to Corning on an as-needed basis.

5. Will it be possible to connect the new station to the N&W mainline via the Blacksburg 
branch?

• Response: Per our agreement with Norfolk Southern, passenger operations will
only be on the Virginian line.

6. Will the train back up to connect to the Blacksburg line?

• Response: No, there will be no backing up due to the push-pull operations of the
train.

7. General comment: Push/pull works well for the NCDOT trains.

8. Who will be responsible for maintenance on current private road and driveway
crossings over the Virginian line?

• Response: The maintenance of the Virginian Line will be consistent with today's
operations. VPRA will replace Norfolk Southern once VPRA is officially the owner
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of the Virginian line and assume all existing Norfolk Southern maintenance 
responsibilities. 

9. Has VPRA has reached out to NCDOT to gain operational knowledge vis-à-vis the
three current Piedmont roundtrips (trains 73-78)? If so, what has VPRA learned>

• Response: Yes, we work with NCDOT quite often and we do have a relationship
where we mutually discuss our experiences and operations.

• Financials:

10. Will the estimated price include the cost of building the railroad from the Virginian line
to the mall area?

• Response: Yes, the estimated price will include the cost of building the railroad 
from the Virginian line to the mall area.

11. Are the safety improvements for the Merrimac tunnel included in the proposed cost
for options west of the tunnel?

• Response: No, station costs do not include safety improvements for passenger
service along the Virginian line, which includes the Merrimac tunnel.

12. How much of the estimated cost will be funded through local taxpayer dollars?

• Response: We do not have a definitive answer for that yet.

• Planning:

13. With the purchase of the Virginian line from Salem to Whitethorne by the State of
Virginia and the results of the study and community outreach locating the station at
Merrimac or the mall site, what potential is there for extension either to Bristol or 
Bluefield for Amtrak passenger service supported by VPRA?

• Response: We are only examining the mall sites moving forward.

14. Does the Christiansburg Station have the capacity for the potential future
Commonwealth corridor service?

• Response: The Commonwealth corridor will require a lot of infrastructure
upgrades and as such will need to consider these infrastructure needs.

15. How would a train travel to Bristol in the future?

• Response: There are several options for a train to travel to Bristol in the future, but
the connection via the Blacksburg Branch would be one of them. As mentioned,
we do not have the authority from Norfolk Southern to take the train to Bristol.
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16. Is the pedestrian bridge a negotiable point?

• Response: We will be conducting further community outreach as part of the
NEPA work and examining the impact and refining the concepts. We will collect
any comments like this as we refine and determine impacts associated with the
elements presented today.

17. Will there be future commuter options for the line?

• Response: We have the option for the two Roanoke trains as well as the rights to
another daily round trip from Roanoke to New River Valley.

18. What will determine which mall station site will be selected?

• Response: The NEPA process will take a closer look at the precise property impact
of the station siting, at the federal regulations, and at the technical analysis of the
impact of the station siting.

19. General comment: Eliminating the pedestrian bridge which connects the community
to the station would negatively affect pedestrian safety.

20. What is community space?

• Response: The community space is not one item or another. We were requested 
by the region to examine a 10,000 square foot space as part of the potential joint
development for office or some other community designated space for
government entities, nonprofits, or some type of space that could benefit the
community. The space would not be developed as part of this project
necessarily, but we wanted to examine the impact should it be co-located.

21. General comment: The new Raleigh Union Station has community space which a
model railroad club has used for public layout demonstrations.

22. Why was the Christiansburg (Cambria) station not part of the equation?

• Response: This question was answered by the presentation.

23. Will VPRA conduct a NEPA inquiry on all four sites or just the two mall sites?

• Response: This question was answered by the presentation.

24. Why was Merrimac eliminated?

• Response: This question was answered by the presentation.

25. General comment: Station design assumptions answer the question of why a new 
station is necessary as well as why freight and passenger service are not compatible
on the Norfolk Southern line.

26. General comment: It appears that the NRV-North is the preferred site.
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• Service / Routes:

27. Would the train start its day in Roanoke and come to New River Valley or would the
train overnight in Christiansburg?

• Response: That will be dependent on the Amtrak and Norfolk Southern schedules.

• Parking:

28. What will be the access to the station and parking?

• Response: It is important to provide multimodal access to the potential New River
Valley station. Multimodal includes car, transit, pedestrian, and bicycle. If there
are opportunities to bring access to people and reduce the need for a car, that
is something we look forward to being able to do in concert with the community.
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